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redox potential in organic electrolyte, 
which leads to high operating voltage and 
energy density of K-based batteries; K+ has 
the fast diffusion rate in electrolytes due 
to its weak Lewis acidity and low desolva-
tion energy.[5–8] Most importantly, metal K 
can serve as the anode to match with high-
capacity cathode in constructing advanced 
potassium-metal batteries (PMBs) such as 
K–O2

[9–11] and K–S[12–14] systems. Despite 
the appealing features of PMBs, their 
development has been impeded by a 
multi tude of obstacles at the anode side 
thus far, including unstable solid elec-
trolyte interphase (SEI), large volume 
expansion and uncontrollable growth of K 
dendrites.[15–18]

To address these challenges, strategic 
solutions have recently been proposed: 
(i) modifying the electrolyte to enable 
a durable SEI layer on the surface of K 
metal, which is expected to initiate with 

reversible plating/stripping process;[19–21] (ii) engineering the 
interface between K anode and electrolyte via the creation of 
artificial coating to inhibit the generation of dendrites;[22–26] 
(iii) strengthening the interaction between current collector 
and K anode to homogenize the local current and mitigate the  
dendritic growth.[27–29] To date, the current collectors employed 
for the anode of alkali metal batteries mainly encompass two 
types: 3D free-standing supports and commercial Al/Cu foils. 

Employing an Al foil current collector at the potassium anode side is an ideal 
choice to entail low-cost and high-energy potassium-metal batteries (PMBs). 
Nevertheless, the poor affinity between the potassium and the planar Al can 
cause uneven K plating/stripping and, hence, an undermined anode per-
formance, which remains a significant challenge to be addressed. Herein, 
a nitrogen-doped carbon@graphdiyne (NC@GDY)-modified Al current col-
lector affording potassiophilic properties is proposed, which simultaneously 
suppresses the dendrite growth and prolongs the lifespan of K anodes. The 
thin and light modification layer (7 µm thick, with a mass loading of 500 µg 
cm−2) is fabricated by directly growing GDY nanosheets interspersed with 
Cu quantum dots on NC polyhedron templates. As a result, symmetric cell 
tests reveal that the K@NC@GDY-Al electrode exhibits an unprecedented 
cycle life of over 2400 h at a 40% depth of discharge. Even at an 80% depth of 
discharge, the cell can still sustain for 850 h. When paired with a potassium 
Prussian blue cathode, the thus-assembled full cell demonstrates comparable 
capacity and rate performance with state-of-the-art PMBs.

ReseaRch aRticle

1. Introduction

Facing the uneven distribution of Li precursors and soaring 
demand of electric vehicles, the development of K-based energy 
storage systems with low production cost and high energy 
density has become extremely urgent.[1–4] K possesses similar 
physical and chemical properties to Li, yet is a thousand times 
more abundant in the Earth’s crust; K+/K couple shows a low 
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As for the former, strenuous efforts have been made in the 
structural and compositional design.[30–32] For instance, Tang 
et al. devised a self-supported defect-rich and N-containing 
MXene/carbon nanotube scaffold to confine K metal.[33] Such 
a scaffold is conducive to accommodating the volume change 
and suppressing the dendrite formation of K anode. Never-
theless, the design and fabrication of most 3D free-standing  
supports reported thus far are complicated and costly, which 
might not be convenient for scalable manufacturing. In this 
sense, it would be a wise choice to optimize the readily com-
mercialized Cu/Al current collectors.[34]

The market price of Al foil is about four times cheaper than 
Cu foil. Apart from that, Al does not react with K during the 
electrochemical process. Therefore, the manufacturing costs 
can be reduced when Al foil serves as the current collector for 
both cathode and anode of PMB. Furthermore, Al is only one-
third as dense as Cu, thereby expecting to curtail the weight 
of the entire anode side. Despite these collective features, there 
has been limited work on employing Al current collectors in the 
realm of PMBs, which is mainly owing to two key challenges: 
(i) the Al foil with a planar shape would lead to excessive local 
current density; and (ii) the affinity between K and Al foil is 
rather poor, giving rise to unstable plating/stripping behavior 
and hence rampant dendrite formation. Note that the space-
charge model predicts that dendrites appear at a time very close 
to the Sand’s time τ = πD(FC0/2Jta)2.[16] In this sense, the Al foil 
could experience a surface modification to increase the specific 
surface area, which can effectively reduce the current density J 
and modulate the Sand’s time τ. Emerging solution by Liu et al.  
dealt with the creation of a 3D Al-powder-coated Al foil to 
realize long-life and high-rate K anodes, which remains the first 
report to realize the employment of Al-based current collector 
for K-metal anodes.[34] Inspired by this work, further enrich-
ment of potassiophilic moieties over Al current collectors that 
enable uniform ion flux and ultimately inhibit dendrite growth 
is meaningful and imperative.

Graphdiyne, a carbon allotrope affording massive triangular  
pores and alkyne bonds in molecular configurations, has emerged  
as a good candidate for solving the dendrite issue in Li metal 
anodes.[35,36] Intriguingly, the presence of alkyne species was 
reported to enable enhanced binding of K ions.[37] The special 
triangular pore structure could create the transport path and 
promote the rapid diffusion of K ions. Notably, the synthesis 
of GDY normally takes place at Cu substrate.[38–40] It is highly 
likely that Cu clusters or quantum dots (QDs) would remain 
as residues when etching away the growth substrate. Previous 
attempts indicated that Cu QDs were beneficial to suppress Li 
dendritic growth. These features are expected to greatly benefit 
the potassiophilic host design for K anode. Given these merits, 
it is anticipated that smart modification of Al current collectors 
using GDY-Cu QD materials might be an effective approach to 
render dendrite-free and high-performance K-metal anodes.

Herein, we propose a light GDY-modified Al current collector  
with potassiophilic properties that simultaneously suppress the 
dendrite growth and prolong the lifespan of PMB. Our current 
collector is fabricated by direct growth of GDY nanosheets with 
Cu QD decoration over NC polyhedron template, followed by 
coating these materials onto the surface of a commercial Al cur-
rent collector (NC@GDY-Al). The thickness of the modification 

layer is as thin as thin 7 µm, with a mass loading of 500 µg cm−2.  
Density functional theory (DFT) calculation reveal the high 
adsorption energy of NC@GDY toward potassium and thus 
confirm the high potassiophilic feature. Finite element simu-
lation indicates that the NC@GDY-Al help homogenize ion 
flux and mitigate local current density. Accordingly, thus-
derived asymmetric cells deliver an ultralow nucleation over-
potential (3 mV) accompanied by a high Coulombic efficiency 
(CE ≈ 99.93%). Symmetric cell tests display that the K-metal 
anode exhibits an unprecedented cycle life of over 2400 h at 
a 40% depth of discharge. Even at an 80% DOD, the cell can 
still sustain for 850 h. When paired with potassium Prussian 
blue cathode, the assembled full cell demonstrates comparable 
capacity and rate performance with the state-of-the-art PMBs.

2. Results and Discussion

Figure 1a presents the schematic illustration of synthetic  
process of NC@GDY framework decorated by Cu QDs. First, 
zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF-8) powder synthesized 
from Zn(NO3)2∙6H2O and 2-methylimidazole was calcinated 
at 800  °C in Ar. The derived NC polyhedrons was served as 
the template for GDY growth. NC@GDY framework was then  
synthesized via a copper envelope method,[41] in which the GDY 
nanosheets were uniformly formed on the NC surface. Large-
scale production of NC@GDY-Al can accordingly be realized 
by direct coating (Figure  1b). Scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) observations indicate the uniformity of coating layer for  
different current collectors (Figure S1, Supporting Informa-
tion). The thickness of NC@GDY coating is ≈7  µm (with a 
mass loading of 500 µg cm−2), as witnessed in Figure S2 in the 
Supporting Information.

DFT simulations were employed to examine the K adsorp-
tion energy and electrical conductivity of different current  
collectors (Graphene, Al, NC, GDY, NC@GDY-without Cu, 
NC@GDY). As shown in Figure 1c, Graphene and Al (111) pos-
sess weak adsorption capabilities of K ions. Two typical edge-N 
doped carbons (N-5 and N-6) show larger binding strength 
(−1.58 and −1.73  eV, respectively). As for monolayer GDY, the 
cavity site (C18 ring) was found to be the most preferable site 
for K+ adsorption, affording a binding energy of −0.96  eV. As 
for the NC@GDY, different stacking orders were constructed 
(Figure S3, Supporting Information), where K ion tend to sit 
in the cavity formed by the vacancy defects of NC and the C18 
ring of GDY. The calculated binding energy reaches −2.16 and 
−1.84  eV, which are obviously higher than those of bare GDY 
and NC. Upon the attachment of a Cu QD, the binding strength 
of K ions is further improved. The DOS profiles in Figure 1d,e 
show that NC@GDY combined with Cu QD has more states 
near the Fermi level in comparison with the pure NC@GDY, 
suggestive of enhanced electrical conductivity.

The transient variations of current density distribution 
during K deposition for different current collectors (Al, NC-Al, 
and NC@GDY-Al) were identified using COMSOL Multi-
physics (Table S1, Supporting Information). The white regular 
hexagon represents the cross-section morphology of NC, and 
the thickness of Al foil is ignored. As shown in Figure 2a–c, the 
current density shows obvious aggregation on the bare Al foil in 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2202685
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the final state, demonstrating a remarkably uneven electric field 
and direction distortion at the protuberance sites. In contrast, 
the current density over the substrate modified by NC displays 
uniform changes despite several areas of aggregation. When 
the substrate is coated with NC@GDY, a relatively uniform  
current distribution can be obtained, with no current gathering 
at the tip (Figure  2g–i). This difference could be attributed to 
the fact that the NC@GDY-modified current collector possesses 
morphological advantage to promote the electron transfer and 
homogenize the local current density. This would accordingly 
aid in suppressing the dendrite formation and sustaining 
a stable K-metal anode. The same trend can be found in the  
distribution of K ion flux (Figure S4, Supporting Information).

The detailed morphologies of as-synthesized products were 
examined by electron microscopy. As shown in the SEM image 
in Figure 3a, the final NC@GDY sample is featured by 3D  
hierarchical morphology with an undulating surface, which is 
contributed by NC polyhedrons (Figure S5, Supporting Infor-
mation) and GDY nanosheets. The transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) image clearly shows the interface between 
NC and grown GDY, where many uniformly distributed black 
spots can be observed (Figure 3b). This can be further disclosed 
by the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) inspection, which dis-
plays lattice fringes of 0.21 nm, corresponding to the (111) plane 

of Cu (Figure 3c). The selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) 
pattern in the inset further confirms the existence of Cu QDs. 
These Cu QDs can be removed from GDY upon thorough acid 
etching (Figure S6, Supporting Information). Figure 3d mani-
fests X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of NC and NC@GDY.  
The absence of Cu signal in NC@GDY suggests that the 
copper content is too low to reach the detection limit of XRD. 
In this sense, inductively coupled plasma optical emission 
spectro metry (ICP-OES) analysis indicates that the Cu content 
in NC@GDY is ≈2 wt% (Figure S7, Supporting Information).

The thus-obtained NC@GDY was further subject to Raman 
spectroscopy and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy  
(FT-IR) characterizations. As displayed in the Raman spectra in 
Figure 3e, NC@GDY shows two obvious alkyne bonding signals  
in comparison with NC, indicating the successful synthesis of 
GDY.[35,41,42] Figure 3f presents the FT-IR spectrum of NC@GDY.  
The peak A at 2200 cm−1 is the typical CC stretching  
vibration. The peaks (B region) at 1500–1650  cm−1 is assigned 
to the skeletal vibrations of aromatic ring. The peaks (C region) 
at 1000–1500  cm−1 could be associated with the asymmetric 
stretching mode of C–C. The stretching and bending vibration 
of aromatic C–H can also be detected at 883 cm−1 (peak D).[43,44] 
As the control, the FT-IR spectrum of NC was also acquired 
(Figure S8, Supporting Information). X-ray photoelectron 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2202685

Figure 1. a) Schematic illustrating the synthetic steps of NC@GDY. b) Digital photo showing the potential scalability of NC@GDY-modified Al current 
collectors. c) Potassium adsorption energy on various substrates. Insets: Optimized adsorption configurations. d,e) Spin-polarized projected density 
of state (PDOS) profiles of NC@GDY (without Cu) (d) and Cu10 on NC@GDY (e). The Fermi level was set to zero.
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spectroscopy (XPS) was employed to gain insight into the sur-
face chemistry of samples. The XPS survey spectrum suggests 
that NC@GDY consists of C, N, O, Cu elements (Figure S9 and 
Table S2, Supporting Information). As for the Cu 2p spectrum, 
two main peaks centered at 932.2 and 952.2 eV correspond to 
Cu 2p3/2 and Cu 2p1/2 signals, again verifying the existence 
of Cu QDs (Figure  3g). The high-resolution N 1s spectrum 
in Figure  3h could be deconvoluted into pyridinic-, pyrrolic-, 
and graphitic-N contributions. It was reported that pyridinic-
N has advanced adsorption capability for K ions,[45–47] which 
is expected to enable stable plating/stripping of potassium. 
In addition, XPS spectrum of NC@GDY-(without Cu) merely 
exhibits C, N, and O elements (Figures S10 and S11, Supporting 
Information). There is no discernible Cu signal in the Cu 2p 
spectrum, implying that Cu QDs were thoroughly removed 
(Figure S12, Supporting Information). Collectively, the versatile 
structure of NC@GDY and its uniformly distributed Cu QDs 
would induce uniform ion flux, relieved space charge effect and 
boosted K binding strength, as illustrated in Figure 3i.

To experimentally verify the potassiophilic properties of the 
as-obtained NC@GDY, the nucleation overpotentials of varied 
current collectors were evaluated at 0.2  mA cm−2 in an asym-
metric cell configuration. As depicted in Figure 4a, all voltage 
profiles display a drop at the beginning of K plating, followed 
by a stable voltage plateau. In this sense, the nucleation overpo-
tential is usually defined as the difference between the bottom 
of the voltage drop and the platform of the voltage plateau.[26,48] 
The K nucleation overpotential of Al, NC-Al, and NC@GDY-Al 
(Without Cu) is 102, 16, and 8  mV, respectively. Notably, the 
nucleation overpotential of NC@GDY-Al remains the lowest 
value (3  mV), suggesting that the resistance for K nucleation 
in such designed current collector is quite small. The enhanced 

potassiophilicity is mainly driven by the abundant nucleation 
sites on the surface of GDY nanosheets. Despite poor electrical 
conductivity of pure GDY, its molecular structure affording 
triangular pores could realize facile diffusion of K+; The alkyne 
species and cavity site (C18 ring) also function as nucleation 
sites to enable enhanced binding of potassium. Meanwhile, 
the introduction of Cu QDs (2 wt%) effectively compensates 
the low conductivity of pure GDY to induce homogenized elec-
trical field. In this sense, GDY with the decoration of Cu QDs 
is beneficial to promoting electron transfer to K+ and achieving 
uniform K nucleation. In addition, time-lapse photography and 
contact angle analysis document the wetting behaviors of potas-
sium bis(fluoroslufonyl)imide (KFSI)–dimethoxyethane (DME) 
electrolyte over these current collectors (Figures S13 and S14, 
Supporting Information). It could be observed that the electro-
lyte droplet does not fully wet the bare Al surface, displaying a 
contact angle of 58° after the electrolyte drop penetration for  
5 s. In contrast, NC@GDY-Al displays the smallest con-
tact angle and the fastest electrolyte infiltration, indicative of 
favorable wetting ability of NC@GDY overlayer.

The K plating/stripping behaviors on different current  
collectors were further probed. Since CE cannot reach 100%, an 
anodic voltage cutoff of 1 V was employed. The first three acti-
vated cycles are shown in Figure S15 (Supporting Information). 
Figure  4b shows the voltage–time profiles of different current  
collectors at a current density of 0.2 mA cm−2. Figure S16 (Sup-
porting Information) and Figure S17 (Supporting Informa-
tion) manifest the detailed information of charge–discharge 
curves for different samples at initial and final cycles, respec-
tively. NC@GDY-Al exhibits the most stable K plating/strip-
ping behavior over 2000 h. In contrast, bare Al foil could only  
sustain for 326 h and fail because of short-circuits. Although 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2202685

Figure 2. a–i) Simulation results showing the transient variation of current density distribution during K deposition on bare-Al (a–c), NC-Al (d–f), and 
NC@GDY-Al (g–i).
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the stability of Al current collectors modified by NC and NC@
GDY (without Cu) improve to some extent, it is still far inferior 
to that of NC@GDY-Al, again demonstrating the importance 
of Cu QD incorporation and potassiophilicity creation. Note  
further that the CE herein denotes the ratio of the capacity from 
the charge process to the capacity from the discharge process, 
which includes both the plating/stripping and potassiation/
depotassiation contributions. In this sense, CE is a key para-
meter for evaluating the stability of K-metal anodes. Figure 4c 
displays the CE performance of the above four current collec-
tors. NC@GDY-Al can achieve excellent CE (≈99.93%) and 
cycling stability (over 800 cycles), which is markedly superior 
to those of the other counterparts. These apparent disparities 
between the current collectors clearly reveal the advantage of 
potassiophilic NC@GDY in reducing the nucleation barrier 
and guiding stable plating/stripping. Meanwhile, NC@GDY-Al 
also manifests impressive rate performance under various  
current densities from 0.2 to 5.0 mA cm−2 (Figure 4d). Electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis on different 
current collectors was carried out before and after 10 cycles 

(Figure  4e; Figure S18, Supporting Information). The charge-
transfer resistance (Rct) and SEI layer resistance (RSEI) of Al 
and NC-Al are larger than those of NC@GDY-Al, indicating 
the poor reaction kinetics and uneven SEI layer. The collective 
merits of NC@GDY-Al in achieving high cyclic stability and 
high CE value not only surpass the other reported counterparts 
in PMB[29–31,33,34,49,50] (Figure 4f; Table S3, Supporting Informa-
tion) but also compares favorably with those used in sodium 
metal batteries.[51–53]

To evaluate the electrochemical stability of the designed NC@
GDY-Al current collector, symmetric cells with two identical 
electrodes via K electrodeposition were assembled and tested 
in KFSI-DME electrolyte at different current densities and 
capacities (Figure S19, Supporting Information). Figure 5a–c  
manifests the cycling stability of various electrodes under  
different cycling capacities from 0.5 through 2.0–4.0 mAh cm−2,  
which corresponds to the DOD of 10%, 40%, and 80%, respec-
tively. At a lower current density of 0.5 mA cm−2 and a capacity 
of 0.5 mAh cm−2, both K@NC@GDY (Without Cu) and  
K@NC@GDY electrodes enable cycling for more than 2000 h.  

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2202685

Figure 3. Characterizations of NC@GDY. a) SEM image of NC@GDY. b,c) TEM and HRTEM images of NC@GDY. d) XRD patterns and e) Raman 
spectra of NC and NC@GDY. f) FTIR spectrum of NC@GDY. g) Cu 2p and h) N 1s spectra of NC@GDY. i) Schematic illustration showing the K affinity 
features of NC@GDY.
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Amid the long cycles (e.g., at 1200 h), the voltage hysteresis of 
the former electrode is slightly higher than that of the latter 
(Figure 5a inset). In contrast, the voltage hysteresis of the bare 
K@Al electrode is quite large (≈400 mV) accompanied by severe 
fluctuations, mainly owing to the lack of surface potassiophility 
and the formation of rampant dendrites. When the cycling con-
dition was set at 2.0 mA cm−2/2.0 mAh cm−2, only the K@NC@
GDY electrode could deliver a flat voltage plateaus during K 
plating/stripping with a reduced voltage hysteresis of ≈20 mV, 
which remains steady without apparent oscillation over 2400 h 
cycling (Figure 5b). Even under a high DOD (80%) condition, 
such an electrode still demonstrates a smooth voltage profile 
and high cyclic stability, realizing a low overpotential of 50 mV 
and a long lifespan of 850 h (Figure  5c). EIS profiles of sym-
metric cells before and after cycles were collected (Figure S20,  
Supporting Information). Prior to K plating/stripping, Rct of 
the K@Al||K@Al cell is higher than those of K@NC||K@NC 
and K@NC@GDY||K@NC@GDY cells. Upon 50 cycles, the 
K@NC@GDY||K@NC@GDY cell shows the advanced reaction 

kinetics among the three, in good agreement with its stable 
cycling performances. In further contexts, the symmetric cell 
with K@NC@GDY electrodes also harvests favorable rate per-
formance. As presented in Figure 5d, at different current densi-
ties from 0.4 to 5.0 mA cm−2 under a capacity of 1.0 mAh cm−2, 
the K@NC@GDY electrode exhibits stable and low voltage 
hysteresis profiles. When the current density is shifted back 
to 0.6  mA cm−2, the voltage platforms retain quite smooth,  
suggestive of reversible and stable stripping/plating processes 
at varied current densities. These results collectively reveal that 
our NC@GDY-Al with high electrical conductivity and favorable 
potassiophilic property would allow effective reduction of local 
current and guide uniform K deposition under high rates. In 
comparison with the cycling performances of reported K-metal 
symmetric cells, our system shows conspicuous advantages 
especially at elevated current densities (Figure  5e; Table S4, 
Supporting Information).[21,23,25–27,29–31,33,34,50,54]

Application potentials of the K@NC@GDY-Al was exam-
ined as the anode to assemble PMB full cells by using 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2202685

Figure 4. Performances of asymmetric cells based on Al, NC-Al, NC@GDY-Al (Without Cu), and NC@GDY-Al. a) Voltage profiles of K nucleation 
at a current density of 0.2 mA cm−2. b) Cycling performances at a current density of 0.2 mA cm−2 in a KFSI electrolyte. c) Corresponding Coulombic 
efficiency plots of K plating/stripping. d) Rate performance of NC@GDY-Al. e) Nyquist plots of different materials after 10 cycled plating/stripping.  
f) Comparison of cyclic reversibility, Coulombic efficiency, and nucleation overpotential between this work and other previous reports.
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K0.220Fe[Fe(CN)6]0.805·4.01H2O (KPB) as the cathode. The KPB 
material was subject to morphological, elemental and electro-
chemical characterizations upon synthesis (Figures S21–S24, 
Supporting Information). The first three cycled galvanostatic 
charge–discharge profiles of the K@NC@GDY-Al||KPB full 
cell exhibit pronounced voltage platforms in the range of 
2.8–3.5  V (vs K+/K) (Figure S25, Supporting Information). As 
expected, K@NC@GDY-Al||KPB displays superior rate perfor-
mance compared to those of K@Al||KPB, K@NC-Al||KPB and  
K@NC@GDY (Without Cu)-Al||KPB (Figure 5f). The K@NC@
GDY-Al||KPB full cell delivers reversible discharge capacities 
of 100, 91.5, 86.3, 81.3, 74.7, 68.7, and 61 mAh g−1 at current  
densities of 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 2000 mA g−1, respec-
tively. The capacity recovers to 81.9 mAh g−1 when the current  
density is switched back to 200  mA g−1. The good rate  
performance of the full cell could be attributed to the stable 
anode interface induced by potassiophilic NC@GDY and the 
improved conductivity from the NC@GDY-Cu QD frame-
work. In further contexts, K@NC@GDY-Al||KPB also exhibits 
excellent cyclic performances at current densities of 200 and 

1000  mA g−1, respectively (Figures S26 and S27, Supporting 
Information).

The stability during K stripping/plating of bare K@Al,  
K@NC-Al, and K@NC@GDY-Al electrodes were directly visual-
ized with the aid of in situ optical microscopy. As displayed by 
the image library in Figure 6, the surfaces of the three typed elec-
trodes in symmetric cell configurations are smooth in the ini-
tial state. After plating for 1 h, the surface of bare K@Al is fully 
covered by dendritic species and dead K (Figure 6a). As shown 
in Figure  6b, some K dendrites still evolve at the K@NC-Al  
electrode. In contrast, there seems no obvious formation of 
dendrites or irregularities on the surface of K@NC@GDY-Al 
upon continuous 1 h plating, indicating a uniform K deposition 
behavior. Note that a similar trend can be observed in a home-
made transparent asymmetric cell configuration based on orig-
inal current collectors (Figure S28, Supporting Information). 
These observations are consistent with our foregoing simula-
tion results, again implying the effectiveness of NC@GDY-Al 
in dendrite suppression. Accordingly, Figure 7a–c presents 
the schematic illustration of K deposition behaviors on bare 

Figure 5. a–c) Cyclic stabilities of symmetric cells with different electrodes at 0.5 mA cm−2/0.5 mAh cm−2 (a), 2.0 mA cm−2/2.0 mAh cm−2 (b), and 
2.0 mA cm−2/4.0 mAh cm−2 (c). d) Rate performances at a capacity of 1.0 mAh cm−2. e) Comparison of cycling performances between this work and 
other previous reports. f) Rate performances of K@Al||KPB, K@NC-Al||KPB, K@NC@GDY (without Cu)-Al||KPB, and K@NC@GDY-Al||KPB full cells.
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Al, NC-Al, and NC@GDY-Al. As for the bare Al (Figure 7a), K 
ions tend to randomly deposit owing to the high local current 

density during the repeated plating/stripping, thereby inducing 
massive dendrites. This is evidenced by the postmortem SEM 
inspections of the Al foil and separator (Figure  7d). When 
modified by an NC layer, K plating becomes relatively stable. 
Nevertheless, local areas are still uneven owing to the lack of 
potassiophilic sites (Figure 7e). With the further introduction of 
GDY nanosheets and Cu QDs, homogeneous deposition of K 
can be realized without the dendrite formation. As witnessed 
in Figure 7f, the surfaces of the foil and separator are perfectly 
smooth.

Collectively, based upon these experimental and theo-
retical proofs, the function of different constituent elements 
including NC, GDY, and Cu QDs within the composite could 
be interpreted. As the template for GDY nanosheet growth, 
NC with hierarchical morphology can not only enlarge the 
specific surface area of the current collector surface to reduce 
local current density and promote the uniform growth of GDY 
nanosheets, but also improve the conductivity of the overall 
material. The special triangular pore molecular structure of 
GDY could offer sufficient transport path and hence realize 
facile diffusion of K+. Equally importantly, the presence of Cu 
QDs further boosts the potassiophilic sites and improves the 
overall electrical conductivity of the composite. Our results 
also indicate that the designed NC@GDY-modified Al current 
collector is good for the lab-scale demonstration. To envisage 
practical applications, future attention should be paid to devel-
oping mass production reactor and high-efficiency coating 
technology (such as roll-to-roll route) of NC@GDY. Moreover, 
the versatility of NC@GDY-modified Al current collector 
in terms of other metal-anode systems would be extensively 
investigated.

Figure 7. a–c) Schematic illustration of K plating/stripping behavior on bare Al foil (a), NC-Al foil (b), NC@GDY-Al foil (c). d–f) Corresponding SEM 
images taken after plated states. Insets: Corresponding digital photos of the separator.

Figure 6. a–c) In situ optical microscopy observation of K deposition for 
1 h on K@Al (a), K@NC-Al (b), and K@NC@GDY-Al (c) electrodes in a 
homemade transparent symmetric cell configuration.
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3. Conclusions

We have rationally designed a novel NC@GDY-modified Al cur-
rent collector with favorable potassiophilic properties to realize 
dendrite-free K-metal anodes. NC@GDY-Al can efficiently 
reduce local current density and facilitate homogeneous K ionic 
flux, resulting in dendrite inhibition and prolonged lifespan of 
K anodes. DFT calculations reveal the high adsorption energy 
of NC@GDY toward potassium and thus confirm the highly 
potassiophilic feature. Symmetric cell testing results show that 
the K@NC@GDY-Al electrode exhibits an unprecedented cycle 
life of over 2400 h at 40% DOD. When paired with KPB cathode, 
the assembled full cell demonstrates comparable capacity and 
rate performance with the state-of-the-art PMBs.
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from the author.
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